
RESIDENTS COUNCIL MEETING 

 

PUPILS PRESENT 
Date: Wednesday 29th March 2023  

STAFF PRESENT 

JW 
CP 
JB 
BG 
DH 

LP 
SM 
TM 
FC 

 

AGENDA ITEMS FROM PUPIL HOUSE MEETINGS 
Hawthorn/Pine House 

N/A 
Willow House 

N/A 
 

OUTCOMES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING  

The last residential council meeting was on Wednesday 8th February 2023. Outcomes 
from the meeting include: 

 Xbox checks - LP: There is 1 controller that comes with each Xbox.  
House 5’s controller appears to have the connection broken. Can this be fixed or needs replacing? 
House 3’s needs to be confirmed. 

 More pineapple/melons/strawberries in the house has been requested and this has been 
confirmed.  

 PJ Day – SC to speak to SLT regarding this being organised and done over the summer term. 

MEETING MINUTES 

Welcome 
 

Started the Residential Council meeting in house 5. 
JW had the following suggestions: Bucket Swing and sand pit for the residential garden. TDW already has 
the wooden box that can be used for the sand pit. Therefore, just need sand pit sand to fill this up. LP 
discussed confirm it is all okay with management in terms of health and safety.  
 
JW also mentioned that the rec room books that are required to be completed when taking out DVD or 
game is not always done or sometimes the disks aren’t always returned. 
 
I then went into house 3 to speak with students. 
TM in house 3 confirmed this can occasionally happen with the rec room book if its later on the night that 
they are being used. However, all discs are accounted for. 
JB: I don’t use the rec room for this.  
 
Discussion had about raising money for residential camp. BG: We (BG and JB) have washed AM’s and AM’s 
wife’s car. TM – staff have discussed having their cars washed needs booking in around activities and school 
staff. There are already posters up around the school to advertise this. DG to send all staff email regarding 
this to help encourage more to sign up and have their car washed.  
TM stated ID had made hot chocolate’s and sold this yesterday from the house to pout money towards resi 
camp.  
JW has completed bake sales which have including making and selling pancakes.  
JB discussed having a charity rugby or football match but preferably football. This is something that DH has 
mentioned previously and is a really good idea.  
 
Discussion had about actions needed to be taken to now be emailed to the residential management team. 
These will then be delegated to staff to implement when possible.  
 
A.O.B 
CP – Now that summer is approaching can we have more outdoor activities.  
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TM: Pitch and putt – shorter golf course, foot golf, beach activities – fire on beach 
Meeting finished at 15:20 

 
 

 

 

 


